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The Great Plain of Hungary covers an area of over
100.000 square kilometres. It is a natural basin en
circled for the greater part by the Carpathians. Once 

it was the top of a mountain system, the "Hungarian Massive", 
but when the Carpathians were thrust up, it sank to form 
a vast salt inland sea. In the course of time the salt disap
peared and it became a fresh-water lake, which also vanished, 
leaving a dry basin, through which two mighty streams, the 
Danube and the Tisza, flow. When the Magyars took posses
sion of Hungary a thousand years ago, under the leadership 
of Arpad, the Great Plain presented a very different appear
ance from what it does today. It was better watered and 
better wooded. The rivers were not regulated and in many 
places overflowed their banks, creating large impenetrable 
swamps teeming with water-fowl of every description. Even 
as late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, great 
stretches of the Plain along the rivers were marshes infested 
with horse-flies that made travel through them dangerous for 
man and beast. In was no light task to subdue these waters 
and force big rivers like the Danube and Tisza, or even their 
tributaries, to well-regulated behaviour.

When the Magyars, driven out of their ancestral home 
by some unknown cause — perhaps the pressure of other 
migrating tribes behind them or some material adversity — 
crossed the ridges of the Carpathians in their march west
wards and saw, stretching out before them, the wide expanse 
of the Plain, they must have regarded it as a Promised 
Land. To a semi-nomadic steppe people, horsemen, hunters 
and breeders of flocks and herds, it surely seemed an ideal
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habitation. No wonder they decided to go no farther, though 
had they known the trials and vicissitudes awaiting them 
there, they might have thought better of settling on the high
road to the West, where they were exposed to the attacks 
of the Mongols and the Turks bent on conquering Christian 
Europe. At the time of their arrival the Plain was but 
sparsely populated by sporadic tribes of Slavs. These Slavs 
were not organized as a nation, and thus the Magyars were 
the first state-building people whose hegemony extended 
over the entire basin of the Carpathians. The wise founder 
of the Hungarian political State, St. Stephen (997— 1038), 
who was canonized for his work of converting the pagan 
Magyars to Christianity, was the first crowned King of Hun
gary. The present year, the nine hundredth anniversary of 
his death, has been proclaimed a Holy Year by the Pope.

To the eye unaccustomed to roam unchecked to the hori
zon the first impression of the Great Plain is one of disap
pointment. Flat as a table, with nothing higher than a clump 
of acacias or a man-made mound to break the level monotony, 
it seems tame and colourless, and it is only with familiarity 
that its charms grow on the stranger. Colourless is no mere 
figure of speech, especially in summer, for the deep greens 
of the mountain-lands are toned down here to a uniform 
drabness by the fierce rays of a pitiless sun beating down 
from a sky of brass. The tender green grass of spring has 
been burnt to the clayey colour of the soil it covers; the 
wheat-fields are seas of yellow ears, and only the serried 
ranks of maize-stalks and patches of potatoes afford a wel
come relief to the eye.

Dotted all over the Plain are the tanyak. This is a system 
of farming peculiar to the Great Plain of Hungary. A  tanya 
is a farmstead without any commodious dwelling-house, only 
a but-and-ben, stables for the oxen and horses, sheds for 
farm implements and accomodation for the farm-hands. In 
winter the owner lives in the nearest town or village, return
ing to the farm only when the agricultural season begins. The 
system arose at the time of the Turkish conquest, when for 
safety people left their farms and went to live in larger com
munities; going forth in times of peace to till the land and
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-withdrawing to the nearest community when danger threat
ened the lonely farmsteads. Even the towns sometimes 
afforded inadequate protection, for bands of Turkish ma
rauders swept down on them (especially at the time of fairs, 
when the wares of merchants from all parts of the country 
were spread out in the market-place), carrying off a rich 
booty and striking terror into the hearts of the inhabitants 
with their deeds of cruelty. In Mikszath's famous book ,,A 
beszelo kontos" (The Speaking Robe) we receive a vivid 
picture of panic-stricken Kecskemet, paralyzed by the tidings 
that a band of Turks was on the way to plunder the town.

To escape falling into the hands of the Turks, Magyar 
•culture fled to the surrounding highlands, to Slovakia — 
then Upper Hungary — and Transylvania. Thus it happened 
that for a long time after the Turks had been expelled, 
Pozsony and Kassa in the North and Kolozsvar (Transyl
vania) in the East were more truly seats of Magyar culture 
than the capital Buda.

The Magyars of the Plain were killed in battle or mas
sacred in cold blood by the Turks, and after the latter had 
been driven out, it was necessary to people the devastated 
regions anew. If the Royal estates and those of the nobles 
were to be cultivated, men had to be found to do it; there
fore other races were encouraged to take up their abode in 
Hungary. This explains the settlements of Slovaks. Serbs, 
Swabians, Rumanians and Bunyevatz people in the Plain, 
none of whom were its autochthonous inhabitants, but whose 
presence there provided the Serbs and Rumanians with a 
weapon wherewith to press their claims to the Magyar ter
ritories assigned to them by the Peace Treaties.

By the time the Turks had finally withdrawn many 
•villages and smaller towns had disappeared and much of 
the country was laid waste. The word puszta means a waste, 
and it was used for the large tracts of land left desolate after 
the Turkish conquest. When these villages were razed to the 
ground, the surrounding land was attached for the purpose 
of administration to the nearest town. This is the explanation 
of the wide extent of land administered by some of the towns 
of the Plain, such as Kecskemet and Debrecen.
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Near Debrecen lies the part of the Great Plain best 
known to foreign visitors, the Hortobagy. This is an 
enormous puszta owned by the town. Its soil is arid and 
sodaic and therefore unsuitable for anything but cattle- 
breeding, though of late a great work of reclamation and 
afforestation has been going on, and more and more of the 
pastures are being turned into ploughed land. There are said 
to be over 150.000 head of cattle as well as herds of horses 
and flocks of sheep in the Hortobagy. There the stranger may 
see the csikos and the gulyas in their picturesque costumes, 
the former astride a fiery horse, the latter cracking his long 
whip, while his puli dog, a mass of touzled hair, strikes terror 
into the bovine herd, yapping shrilly at them and snapping 
at their heels with his sharp teeth. The Hungarian longhorned 
cattle, white in colour, are poor milkers, but they make ex
cellent draught animals and supply most of the oxen used 
by the farmers. In the Hortobagy the heat in summer is 
intense. The air shimmers and dances in the noonday glare.. 
It is then the mirage of the Plain, the delibab, may be seen. 
Sometimes a sea of water appears with objects reflected in 
it, sometimes a herd of cattle seems to be grazing where no 
cattle exist, sometimes the towers and spires of a phantom 
city surprise the eye, but sometimes, as the poet Petofi says:

..  on the far-away
Horizon the mirage, finding no image rare,
Presents the spectre of a shabby wayside inn 
Suspended in the air.”

The part of the Plain of which Petofi's poem “Kis-Kun- 
sag" sings is not the Hortobagy; it is the region lying between 
the rivers Danube and Tisza. His description is so vivid that 
even in rough translation it gives a better picture of the 
Great Plain than it would be possible to present in the scope 
of a short article.

We seem to feel the oppressive heat of the noonday sun 
radiating from the verse which says: .—

“In the midsummer heat,
The sun is climbing far up in the cloudless sky.
A rain of fire, its rays, with scorching, searing beams,,
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Stream o’er the brooding Plain.
All round me lies the Plain,
Widely extending, and my searching gaze goes forth 
To the horizon, where the bending arch of heaven 
Stoops to embrace the earth."

A road leads through the pasture-lands. Across the 
lower parts stretches a tiny rill, flowing over its bed of 
golden sands and flanked by reeds and rushes.

‘‘Out of the dark green reeds
Skirting the rivulet, a heron, tall and still,
Thrusts forth a slender neck. A hungry mother stork 
Cleaves water with her bill.
She swallows fast and then,
Lifting her head, she peers around and scornfully 
Regards the sloping banks, where thousands of peewits 
Are crying mournfully.”

In the distance one of the few objects that break the 
level of the Plain attracts the post's attention:

‘ ‘There stands a lonely pole,
Perhaps the leverage of a deserted well.
A  yawning pit, half-filled and overgrown,
Has the same tale to tell.
Sadly and pensively,
This ancient derelict scans the surrounding Plain,
And finds but the oft-seen mirage. I wonder why 
He cares to look again!”

At long intervals hayricks and stacks of straw proclaim 
a tanya, around which lies a sea of well-tilled wheatfields.

“ Among the green wheatfields
Red poppies, cornflowers blue, raise up their smiling

heads
And, like a bleeding star, a thistle’s crimson brush 
Diffuses deeper red.
At the approach of eve,
The pale, white clouds are tinged with sunset’s molten

gold.
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Clouds, lovely clouds! They pass from out of sight
o’erhead

Like fairy-tales untold.”

The journey is nearly over, for
“ At length out of the dusk
Looms up a towering spire from far across the lea,
Where round the hoar old church nestles the little town
In sweet security.
Scattered about its walls
Stand many old windmills whose broad and creaking

sails
Turn, turn their somersaults. I love to linger on
And watch them till light fails.”

Light fails. Night decends on the puszta —  a warm 
velvety darkness and a silence unbroken save for a rustle 
among the leaves of the acacias when a breath of wind stirs 
them; the chirping of the crickets; the occasional barking of 
a dog at some distant tanya, or the faint, mournful cadence 
of a flute being played by a herdsman resting on his home- 
spun coat near the fire he has lit for himself out on the 
boundless Plain.
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